


















































Annette R. Head, Red Seal jo rney 
Woman CarpenterN o�ational 
Education Teacher, Onaskwayak 
Cree Nation 
Being the first female Red Seal 
Journeyperson Carpenter in Manitoba 
is an honor an,d I am pleased to share 
how I received this title. My 
experience in the carpentry trade was 
challenging, however, I never gave up 
and was always very defermined to 
reach the goal to become a Red Seal 
Carpenter. 

I had spent twelve (12) years in the work force in my community, 
sometimes not always easy, as I was often challenged by men at the job 
site. This meant, I regularly had to prove to them that I could pick up 
heavy materials and use the tools without any help. 

There were a few training opportunities that arose, however, they never 
seemed to work out, so I continued working with my fellow carpenters 
building and renovating homes. Not finding the right time and opportunity 
seemed to become a cycle for me, thus getting frustrated in thinking I may 
never achieved my overall goal of achieving My Red Seal Journeyperson. 
2004 was my turning point. I had an email from Employment and Training 
in Opaskwayak Cree Nation stating that they have a seat for me at UCN 
Thompson, Manitoba. I was able to do all my Levels back to back since I 
had all the hours. This has allowed me to receive my Red Seal in 
Carpentry. 

I packed up my belongings and headed North to challenge myself on these 
levels and low and behold .. .I did it in four months. I did nothing but study 
because I was very determined to pass each level. I was nominated to be a 
Valedictorian for the UCN in Thompson and also received awards such as 
the Apprenticeship Highest Achievement Award and becoming the first 
Indigenous Female Red Seal Carpenter in Manitoba. 
My words of wisdom: Don't let other people tell you that you cannot do it 
because anything is possible just follow your dream. 
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Nalita Constant, Level 1 
Plumber (Changed trades, 
after 3 years in carpentry), 
Opaskwayal<: Cree Natio_n __ _ 
(OCN) 

Ever since I was a child, in 
kindergarten I always wanted 
to be a "fixer", I alwa);S loved 
building. I took carr,entry level 
1 in 2012 and workecl as a 
carpenter for a few years, and 
plumbing was just introduced 
to me along the way and now I 
am working on my plumbing 
apprenticeship instead of 
carpentry. By exploring the plumbing trade, I realized this was the 
trade for me. Through my experience of being in the trades as an 
Indigenous woman, I feel there is a greater acceptance of women in 
the trades (being from a generation where females (of any race) are 
welcomed in any career field). 

What has helped me in my career choice, is having the support from 
family, friends and community. As well as, my responsibility to be a 
role model to younger generations. Being in the construction trades has 
mostly been positive experiences so far, although I have had a few 
negative experiences with some male colleagues in the trades. I have 
been told before that 'women don't belong in the trades' and some 
instances of feeling uncomfortable working in a male dominated work 
environment. At times it can feel a little imbalanced when not having 
more females on the worksite. 

I worked in carpentry from 2012-2015 and completed my level 1 
carpentry training in my community. I switched to plumbing in 2016 
and have been working in plumbing since. I will be applying for 
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